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 In The Day the Musick Passed away, Cheryl shares the story of her bubbly, skilled girl Misty and
the drug addiction that eventually took her lifestyle.s hopes for her daughter did not come to
pass, but she continues to have hope for the a large number of people out there fighting
addiction. But when a devastating addiction wreaks havoc on her family, she realizes that
occasionally a mother’neither addicts nor their loved types—t more than enough.As a mom,
Cheryl E.While Cheryl writes in her introduction, she hoped one day to write a reserve with Misty
about triumphing over addiction. Tragically, that book won't exist. Rather, Cheryl pours her like
for her child into this memoir and lets you see Misty the way Cheryl did. Misty may not be the
coauthor of this narrative, but her existence is experienced on every web page.s story to be a
message of optimism, a source of strength and motivation for all those who have lost their way.
Musick could have done anything on her behalf daughter. She is adamant that no one—s like
simply isn’should ever quit fighting for sobriety and reconciliation. She desires Misty’Cheryl’
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 Drugs dont just affect the person using but everyone around them sadly they dont realize that,
drugs takes over your daily life and they are in control not yourself! This is undoubtedly probably
the most touching books I have ever read. Very great book! I recommend this book extremely
highly as I've experienced the emotional roller coaster that addiction is wearing a family group
and on romantic relationships and on a mother's love for her addicted child! I've since bought
three books to provide to my children members to help them through the grief, understanding
and to connect with another person who has experienced loss. This publication has had the
opportunity to break through individuals who say" I am great using what happened." In reality
they see they would like to deal with reduction and how addiction provides affected them! I read
the book in under 24 hours. I was blown away by this book - it was like being in the addict’s and
parent of an addict’s shoes or boots! Cheryl's bravery in telling it like it really was is definitely
heart-warming and unfortunate and makes me need to embrace her in an enormous comfort
hug. A must-read. Some life experiences are so unquestionably singular and personal that
people cannot relate with nor conjure real knowing of them—nor imagine we have any legitimate
understanding about them—unless we've lived such an experience ourselves. As a parent, you
will determine with the Musick’s desire to protect their six children from the dangers of alcohol
and drugs, and their hearts’ desire of raising them to like Jesus and choose the narrow path of
denial to the globe’s enticements. With an increase of courage than most would have, Musick
delivers on her behalf promise “... My Child, Oh My Child Talk about gut wrenching, natural and
emotional!” ? I have a child who I really like with all my center. Not merely can I not begin to
imagine what this experience could have been like, but I are unable to imagine myself being as
brave as this author in baring myself to the globe about it, hence starting myself to criticism as
well as embrace.” ? Obviously I encourage you to read this reserve. Did she do everything
correct? Was she righteous and surefooted in every moment? Of course not. Cheryl and her
spouse Buddy, loved their girl Misty, through her marriages and her choices to use drugs and
alcohol while neglecting her kids. Beautiful, raw, genuine and devastating Beautiful, raw, actual,
and devastating story of a mom and her trip with her daughters addiction. ? Is this writer perfect?
No doubt you will benefit. ~ Jim H - Boise, ID USA Raw and painful and challenging to read
Heartbreakingly honest story of a devout and loving family whose daughter is lost in
challenging with drug addictions. The discomfort and devastation caused by addiction is very
ugly and overwhelming. Thank you for sharing your heart, Cheryl. After becoming in recovery
from my 24 addiction to anorexiai lost my sister to addiction. The writer tells a very compelling
story and from the deepest depths of sadness a shining ray of hope was found. I would
recommend this book, specifically to whoever has someone you care about who struggles with
addiction! Just how Cheryl writes offers you a knowledge of all addictions and her capability to
connect to the reader can be one in a million. This book helped me to understand I am not by
yourself in this trip and there is hope for better days also through tragedy! Never give up hope!
Wow! Beautifully written. Natural and painful and tough to learn, but hugely very important to
anyone searching for hope in that devastating situation. A beautiful publication of love and what
lengths that love stretches, also through addiction and hurt and beyond. Many thanks for
sharing this tragic story, I pray that it helps a great number of people so that Misty's lifestyle and
experiences might have a positive impact. An excellent inspiring book... YOUR DAY the Musick
Died was written by a mom desperate to determine the “So why” and “How” of her precious
daughter’s struggle with a tenacious killer. Cheryl Musick pulls back again the curtain showing
the reader in honest, heart-breaking detail, the street of Misty’s lifestyle from her birth into a
loving family members to her eventual last breath on this earth. I came to have a hatred for our



medication culture and a compassion for those trapped in the jaws of this monster. This book is
laced with wish as Misty’s faith in God and the authors knowledge of a loving Dad in heaven
arrived through in the tale. This book is a valuable device to anyone coping with addiction and
having to put together a casino game plan to fight. For one who relates to the parents in this tale
or one who might themselves be trapped in the quicksand of substance abuse, this reflection
will encourage you—from knowledge—that “Somehow, a way, someday, addicts and the ones who
love them [can and] will break these chains and live the lives they are meant to live. Because of
Mrs. I love the way God used that detective to help her and her family members. A book to
definitely share with those who are fighting addiction or for a loved one that could feel alone
when coping with an addict. Great source for addicts and the ones who love them Once I started
this book, I could not put it straight down. Cheryl describes her unpleasant journey with girl
Misty as she suffers through addiction, jail, and relapse. Although that is a very tragic story,
Cheryl offers hope to those who struggle with alcohol and substance abuse with a resounding
message of get the help you need as well as your addiction hurts those who love you Inspiring!
YOUR DAY the Musick Died was compiled by a mother . Have got ordered a copy for a pal with
similar situation. It will help a lot of families coping with drug abuse! It was perfectly written from
a Mom’s viewpoint! Heartbreaking and powerful This story is so heartbreaking and powerful,
wish it would of ended differently but Misty can help others making use of their demons!This
book is one of a kind! I pray for Cherly and the whole family especially Misty's boys as time
passes they will find peace in their hearts! This is an amazing story! Well written This is an
amazing story! Well written! You'll find nothing that can break the relationship between a mother
and her child. See what it is prefer to be the parent of an addict - it could be you! Musick for her
phrases and how her biggest tradgedy became her biggest gift to share. Cheryl describes her
existence, and her girl Misty’s existence in a way that makes you recognize that an addict’s
parents and the addict themselves could be you, your son or daughter, or your neighbor! I've
given this publication to many people and trust its message will touch hearts and lives simply
because the author desires. Become familiar with to love Misty, as her Mom describes her
independent spirit and her love for music and her skill. In this brave memoir, writer Cheryl
Musick nakedly efforts to chronicle her very own tortured journey as the desperate mother or
father of a daughter who's first seduced into and stubbornly chooses a existence of
enslavement to hard medicines, to her and her family members’s consternation and demise. But
such may be the essence of the little reserve, an all-too-human account of one parent’s plough
through this original Hell, how it was experienced by her and her family members, and how it
changed everything for every person who had signifying in her daughter’s life. Cheryl, Buddy,
their kids and Mark, Misty’s spouse, stepped forward to greatly help Misty and the males
whenever they could. Five Stars This was probably the most heartfelt book I've ever read.to be
mainly because open, honest and vulnerable mainly because I could in sharing the like and
promise, the triumphs and setbacks, the anguish and the yearning for a fresh start along this trip
that continues to this day. Effective, honest, urgent. You can be 1st be transported to a town in
California where Cheryl was raised loving the beach and horses, while dealing with an alcoholic
abusive father, and then you will search for a small town in Arizona that could be your town or
neighborhood. I couldnt place it down.
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